Creating a Flashcard Study Session


2. In the top right hand side of the screen type the name of your classmate’s flashcard set.

3. Scroll down by the ads in orange and click on the set of flashcards. Then click **Add to Favorites**.

4. Next you will see confirmation that the set has been added to your favorites. Click OK.

5. Click the tab labeled My Flashcards, and now you will see under Favorites your classmate’s flashcards.

---

**A Long Way From Chicago**

Chapter 1 Vocabulary.

- **Start Study Session**
- **Quiz Me**

Mobile: iPhone®/iPod® or Android

Print: **Printer Friendly HTML**

Favorite: **Add to Favorites**

---

**A Long Way From Chicago** - Chapter 1 Vocabulary (remove)
6. Click the button **Study Multiple Sets** and then the screen will show all sets, those that you have created and those that you have marked as your favorites. Check those you want to study and then the button **Start Study Session**. Now you will see the cards from both sets.

7. To use the **Quiz Me** button, you must first flag the flashcards you want in the quiz. Go through the flashcards and click **Flag Card** for those cards you want to include in a quiz. When you have marked all the words you want in your quiz, click **End Session**.
8. This will return you to My Flashcards. Click the **Study Multiple Sets** button. Click the sets you want to study and the **Quiz Me** button.
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9. Check that beside **Flagged Cards** is the word **Only** in the pull-down arrow. Then click the **Start Quiz** button. You can flag or unflag cards at any time to add or delete vocabulary words.
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Before continuing, please configure your quiz. Please note that quizzes wo